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P e r s p e c t i v e

What does “allosteric” mean?
In the context of receptors, the word allosteric is now 
widely used. It is, perhaps, not helpful for clarity of 
thought that different authors often use it to mean 
somewhat different things (Colquhoun, 1998).

At one extreme, the term “allosteric antagonist” can 
often be translated as “we have got an antagonist and we 
are not sure what it does, but it appears not to be com-
petitive.” This means much the same as noncompetitive, 
a word which pharmacologists had always supposed to 
mean action at a different site, though with no postulate 
as to how the effect was mediated. In fact, noncompeti-
tive usually means nothing more than not competitive, 
and therefore says nothing about mechanisms.

At the other extreme, Monod et al. (1965) gave a 
sharply delimited definition, which is as follows (slightly 
paraphrased for brevity): (a) allosteric proteins are oligo-
mers, the protomers of which are associated in such a 
way that they all occupy equivalent positions; (b) there 
is one site on each protomer, for each ligand that can 
combine with it; (c) the conformation of each protomer 
is constrained by its association with other protomers; 
(d) two [conformational] states are accessible to alloste-
ric oligomers; (e) as a result, the affinity of one (or sev-
eral) of the sites toward the corresponding ligand is 
altered when a transition occurs from one to the other 
state; (f) when the protein goes from one state to an-
other state, its molecular symmetry is conserved.

The term allosteric (allos = other, different; stereos = 
solid) was introduced by Monod and Jacob (1961) 
who said, in a discussion of end-product inhibition, 
“From the point of view of mechanisms, the most re-
markable feature of the (inhibition of the synthesis 
of a tryptophan precursor by tryptophan) is that the 
inhibitor is not a steric analogue of the substrate.  
We therefore propose to designate this mechanism as  
‘allosteric inhibition.’”

At this earlier stage, the word allosteric meant little 
other than what pharmacologists would have referred 
to as noncompetitive antagonism. Soon afterward, Monod 
et al. (1963) said, concerning such noncompetitive reg-
ulation of enzyme activity, “The effect of these regulatory 
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agents appears to result exclusively from a conforma-
tional alteration (allosteric transition) induced in the 
protein when it binds the agent.” This shifted the em-
phasis toward the central role of conformation changes, 
as first postulated by Wyman and Allen (1951). This em-
phasis culminated in the influential paper by Monod  
et al. (1965; see also Changeux [1993] for an account of 
the background).

Probably the nearest thing there is to a consensus at 
the moment is that allosteric refers to any mechanism 
in which a protein can exist in two (or more) distinct 
conformations that differ in their affinity for a ligand. 
This usage has been endorsed by Wyman and Gill (1990). 
An allosteric regulator is anything that binds better to 
one conformation than the other (i.e., almost every-
thing). Although the definition of Monod et al. (1965) 
explicitly limits the term to oligomeric molecules 
that show cooperativity, it is now common to use the 
term for monomeric receptors that do not fall into 
this category.

In what sense can agonist activation of a channel  
be described as allosteric?
The original definition of allosteric involved two ligands. 
In the case of agonist activation of an ion channel, we 
have only one. But selective binding to one conforma-
tion describes just what we want. If the agonist has a 
higher affinity for the open channel than for the shut 
channel, then the equilibrium will be shifted toward the 
open channel. This is just a consequence of the princi-
ple of Le Châtelier (1850–1936). To that extent, there is 
nothing very new about the idea, though its first explicit 
application to ligand binding by proteins didn’t occur 
until the prescient paper by Wyman and Allen (1951). 
They were, as far as we know, the first people to suggest 
that selective affinity for two different global conforma-
tions of a protein (hemoglobin) is what was responsible 
for the ability of small ligands to switch the conforma-
tion of the protein to the form with higher affinity.
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Development of kinetic mechanisms
Ligand-gated ion channels have proved to be easier to 
analyze in detail than voltage-gated channels. There are 
two reasons for this. First, concentration has a real zero 
(the electrochemical equivalent of zero concentration is a 
membrane potential of minus infinity). Second, we know 
a priori the nature of some of the shut states (those with 0, 
1, 2,… ligands bound).

The first applications of discrete-state kinetics to drug 
receptors can be traced back to A.V. Hill and A.J. Clark 
in the 1920s and 1930s (Colquhoun, 2006). But it was 
Del Castillo and Katz (1957) who can lay claim to the 
first workable mechanism for an agonist-activated chan-
nel. Their explanation for the existence of partial ago-
nists lay in the first explicit distinction between the 
binding of agonist and the subsequent conformation 
change (Fig. 1 A). In this mechanism, the affinity of the 
agonist for the open conformation was supposed to be 
essentially infinite.

As information about the nicotinic receptor accumu-
lated, the Del Castillo-Katz mechanism was generalized 
to allow for the fact that the nicotinic receptor has  
two binding sites. When single-channel methods were 
developed, it became possible to incorporate into the 
mechanism two binding affinities (not necessarily equal) 
and to resolve mono-liganded openings (Colquhoun 
and Sakmann, 1981). A typical mechanism of this sort is 
shown in Fig. 1 B.

Colquhoun and Sakmann (1985) used single-ion 
channel recording to make estimates of all the rate 
constants for this scheme. Despite the fact that maximum 
likelihood fitting methods didn’t exist in 1985, the 
results have held up well. Until 2004, variants of this 
mechanism were used universally to describe the results 
obtained with the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor and 
the glycine receptor.

Almost everything we know now about the energetics of 
gating in ligand-activated channels is based on kinetic 
analysis of single channels. The ability to discriminate be-
tween rival mechanisms, and the number of rate constants 
that can be estimated from data, are far greater than with 
other methods.

Unliganded openings and the Monod-Wyman-Changeux 
(MWC) mechanism
It’s obvious from the Boltzmann distribution law that 
unliganded channel openings can occur. But the ener-
getics of wild-type receptors means that they are very 
rare. Consequently, the full MWC mechanism (Fig. 1 C) 
can be fitted only to gain-of-function mutant receptors 
that show more frequent spontaneous opening in the 
absence of agonist.

There are at least two respects in which the MWC 
mechanism provides a poor fit. It predicts that there 
will be only one shut state and one open state at satu-
rating concentrations, and it predicts that there will be 

Since then, there have been two extreme views of con-
formation changes in large proteins. At one extreme, 
the view has been that proteins can exist in a very large 
number of conformations, with many different paths 
that can lead from one stable conformation to another. 
Although this may be strictly true, it precludes any de-
tailed analysis of mechanisms: it amounts to throwing 
up your hands and saying it’s just too complicated. At 
the other extreme, the approach has been that of classi-
cal chemical kinetics, which postulates that the system 
can exist in a limited number of discrete conformations, 
with transitions from one state being essentially instanta-
neous (on the observable time scale). These discrete 
states consist of minima in the energy landscape: wells 
that are sufficiently deep that, when the protein is in one 
of them, it will stay there for long enough to be detected. 
Of course, there will be a near-infinite number of micro-
states, as well as the main energy minima, but as long  
as these transitions between them are fast enough that 
the microstates are close to being at equilibrium (on the 
time scale of experimental measurements), they don’t 
alter the prediction that both macroscopic and single-
channel measurements will be described by exponential 
components (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1982).

All of the arguments used here can be put in terms of 
energies rather than in terms of rate constants and equi-
librium constants. These two ways of expressing results 
are exactly equivalent. For some purposes, energies (see 
Fig. 4) are more convenient (e.g., for comparison with 
bond energies), but for most purposes we prefer to think 
in terms of rate constants, which have a simple physical 
interpretations, e.g., as the number of transitions per 
second (see section entitled A numerical example).

From this point forth in the article, we shall assume 
that discrete states provide a description of the acti-
vation of ligand-gated ion channels that is sufficiently  
accurate to be useful in understanding what’s hap-
pening. With that assumption, the tasks to be tackled 
become the following: (a) determine how many open 
and shut states exist, and how they are connected, and 
(b) make estimates of the transition rates between each 
pair of states.

If these aims can be achieved it becomes possible to 
predict the response to agonist under any conditions. 
For example, if the mechanism and values for rate con-
stants are obtained from single-ion channel recordings 
in the steady state, it is possible to calculate the macro-
scopic response to any applied agonist concentration 
(the calculation is simplest for step changes in agonist 
concentration but it can be done for any time course, so 
synaptic currents can be predicted; Burzomato et al., 
2004). Just about anything else can be predicted too. 
For example, the noise spectrum can be predicted, as  
can the single-channel behavior in other types of experi-
ment, e.g., single channels after a concentration jump 
(Colquhoun et al., 1997).
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approximation is adequate, Auerbach and his col-
leagues were able to estimate the equilibrium constant, 
E0, for opening of the unliganded wild-type nicotinic 
receptor. They used two different methods, and the re-
sults show impressive agreement. E0 = 7 × 107. So an 
unliganded wild-type nicotinic receptor would have a 
probability of being open of less than 1 in a million. 
These estimates depend on three quite strong assump-
tions: (1) the effect of each separate mutation on E0 
was energetically independent of the others; (2) that all 
the cycles in the mechanism obey microscopic revers-
ibility; and (3) none of the mutants that are used affect 
the relative binding to shut and open conformations, 
so the effect of the mutations was attributable entirely 
to change in E0.

Their results were roughly in accordance with these 
assumptions, so their conclusion that the main effect of 
mutations is to change E0 is justified, to a first approxi-
mation. This has some plausibility because one would 
expect that a change in structure produced by a muta-
tion (away from the binding site) would occur in much 
the same way whether or not an agonist was bound  
(assumption 3). However, many observations on the 
nicotinic receptor (including some of Auerbach’s) are 
not consistent with the basic MWC mechanism (Fig. 1 C), 
although the inadequacy of MWC is much more obvi-
ous with the glycine receptor, which shows more open-
ings with less than full liganding than nicotinics. It 
seems unlikely that most mutations will leave relative 
binding affinities unchanged; certainly there is no di-
rect evidence for this. Neither is microscopic reversibil-
ity a law of nature (assumption 2; see the section entitled 
A numerical example).

Intermediate shut states: Flip and primed mechanisms
Although mechanisms such as those in Fig. 1 B pro-
vided a reasonably good description of the nicotinic re-
ceptor, quite often the fit was improved by introduction 
of another shut state. This was commonly added as a 
short-lived shut state that followed the open state, like a 
short-lived desensitized state (Salamone et al., 1999; 
Hatton et al., 2003). There was no independent reason 
to believe in the physical existence of such a state: it was 
introduced in an arbitrary way to improve the fit. This is 
unsatisfactory because kinetic mechanisms are of value 
only insofar as the postulated states have real physical 
existence. In the case of the glycine receptor, the inad-
equacy of mechanisms of the sort shown in Fig. 1 B was 
much more obvious than for the nicotinic receptor.  
A good fit could be obtained only by introducing three 
extra shut states, as in Fig. 2.

The mechanism in Fig. 2 gave a good fit to observa-
tion with the heteromeric glycine receptor, but it has 
two problems. One is that the extra shut states are to-
tally arbitrary: there is no independent reason to be-
lieve they exist. The second objection is that the fit with 

only one open state at zero concentration. Neither of 
these is true, at least for some mutants, though the de-
viations are more prominent for the glycine receptor 
than they are for the nicotinic receptor. Grosman and 
Auerbach (2000) were the first to show that unliganded 
channel openings in some spontaneously active mutant 
nicotinic receptors showed complex bursting activity 
which resembled that seen in fully liganded channels,  
a result that was very surprising at the time and which 
cannot be described by MWC. The number of shut states 
in MWC is clearly not enough to fit all of the observa-
tions. In our study, we show various ways in which more 
shut states can be added to remedy this deficiency.

In the case of the nicotinic receptor, the MWC model 
has been used as an approximate description of the 
channel gating (Auerbach, 2012). Insofar as the MWC 

Figure 1. Classical mechanisms. (A) The mechanism proposed 
by Del Castillo and Katz (1957): the first explicit separation of bind-
ing and gating. (B) A typical example of the type of mechanism 
used to describe the nicotinic receptor, with two subunits, and 
monoliganded openings as well diliganded. (C) The MWC mech-
anism. All three models postulate the existence of only two con-
formations of the channel protein, shut (black) and open (red).
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sites are quite a long distance from one another and the 
mechanism postulates no global conformation change 
while still in the resting conformation, so one would not 
expect a binding site to be able to sense when other 
sites are occupied.

Both of these objections can be overcome if the three 
extra shut states are supposed to lie between the resting 

mechanism of Fig. 2 suggested that the three sequen-
tial bindings to the resting conformation showed strong  
cooperativity: the first binding appeared to be low affin-
ity (K1 = 14 mM), when one site is already occupied 
the second binding appeared tighter (K2 = 0.2 mM) and 
the third even tighter (K1 = 0.01 mM). Although not im-
possible, this seems quite unlikely because the binding 

Figure 2. A mechanism that can fit results with heteromeric glycine receptors. A Jones-Westbrook type of mechanism adapted for the 
heteromeric glycine receptor, with three binding sites. Three extra shut states are postulated, distal to open states (red). Although they 
are denoted as the D conformation (green), they bear no obvious relationship to macroscopic desensitization in this case. Rate constants 
are marked in black for each transition, and equilibrium constants are marked in brown. The values are means of fits to three sets of 
data, taken from Table 4 of Burzomato et al. (2004). Note that equilibrium constants for each set were averaged, rather than calculated 
from the averaged rate constants. Therefore, the ratio of the mean rate constants will not generally be the same as the mean equilibrium 
constant, especially when the scatter between sets is large (e.g., for D1).

Figure 3. The flip mechanism for a glycine receptor with three binding sites. Three extra shut states are postulated, as in Fig. 2, but they 
are now located between the resting conformation (black) and the open conformation (red), so they represent an intermediate confor-
mation (the flipped conformation, green) that must be adopted before the channel can open. The values are means of fits to three sets 
of data, taken from Table 5 of Burzomato et al. (2004; see legend of Fig. 2 for description of averaging). The unliganded flipped and 
open conformations are shown for completeness, but they are grayed out because the observations on wild-type receptors contained no 
information about these states.
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because the change in conformation that occurs on 
flipping is likely to be close to the agonist-binding site, 
and therefore likely to be sensitive to the structure of 
the agonist. The results are shown as energy diagrams 
in Fig. 4, for both the nicotinic receptor (top) and the 
glycine receptor (bottom). The scaling of such dia-
grams is arbitrary (Andersen, 1999). They have been 
shifted vertically to align the energy of the open state. 
The near-perfect superimposition of the graphs for the 

conformation and the open state, as shown in Fig. 3 
(Burzomato et al., 2004). The transitions are labeled 
with the estimated rate constants, and the correspond-
ing equilibrium constants.

The mechanism in Fig. 3, dubbed the flip mechanism, 
has, like Fig. 2, three extra shut states. But unlike Fig. 2, 
the extra shut states are postulated to lie between the 
resting conformation and the open conformation. The 
intermediate flipped conformation therefore represents 
a state which, while still shut, is such that opening can 
occur. Flipping must occur before opening is possible. It 
is an appealing feature of this mechanism that a good  
fit to the data can be obtained without having to postu-
late any cooperativity in the binding to an individual 
conformation. The microscopic equilibrium constant is 
postulated to be the same for the first, second, and third 
binding to the resting conformation. Likewise the equi-
librium constant for binding to a vacant site on the inter-
mediate (“flipped”) conformation is assumed to be the 
same regardless of how many other sites are occupied.

In other words, the shut states in Fig. 3 are exactly as 
postulated in the Monod et al. (1965) mechanism. The 
appearance of cooperativity arises from the fact that the 
flipped conformation has a higher affinity for the ago-
nist than the resting conformation, rather than from 
interaction between binding sites. The only difference 
in Fig. 3 is that the unoccupied flip state has been omit-
ted for the purposes of fitting results with wild-type 
receptors (hence it is showed grayed out). Such a state 
must exist: it is omitted from the fitted mechanism only 
because unliganded openings are not detectable in the 
wild-type glycine receptor so the recordings contain no 
information about it.

For mutant receptors that show openings in the ab-
sence of agonist, it would obviously be necessary to in-
clude the missing states in Fig. 3 (unliganded flipped 
and open states). More importantly, the flip mechanism 
in Fig. 3 assumes that all subunits flip simultaneously—a 
concerted transition—even if only one glycine mole-
cule is bound. This is the least plausible part of the 
mechanism, though if flipping of other subunits is rapid  
once the first has flipped then flipping might appear to 
be concerted.

Notice that the flipped conformation is supposed to be 
shut, so the time spent (on average about 8 µs for the wild-
type glycine receptor) is not included in the rise-time of 
the channel-opening transition, as observed in the single-
channel recording. This is still too fast to resolve.

Application of the flip model to partial agonists (Lape 
et al., 2008) provided a novel interpretation of partial 
agonism. Contrary to what had been assumed in the  
50 years since Del Castillo and Katz (1957), the rate 
constants for the opening and shutting of the channel 
appeared to be much the same for both full and partial 
agonists. The reason that partial agonists are ineffec-
tive lay in the preopening flip step. This makes sense, 

Figure 4. Energy diagrams. Energy diagrams that show diagram-
matically the changes in free energy that accompany transitions 
between the three states in which fully liganded receptors can 
exist (resting, flipped, and open) for muscle nicotinic (A) and 
glycine (B) receptors. Diagrams are shown for the full agonists 
(ACh in A, glycine in B), and for partial agonists. They are 
aligned vertically on the energy of the open state. The nearly  
exact superimposition of the results for the gating step shows 
this step is much the same for all agonists. The differences be-
tween agonists lie largely in the transition from resting to flipped 
states. The vertical arrows represent the energy changes (equilib-
rium constants) for transitions between the three conformations. 
For full agonists (acetylcholine, glycine) the transition from rest-
ing to flipped conformation is downhill, whereas for less effica-
cious agonists (TMA, choline, taurine) it is uphill.
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predicted by this hypothesis (Colquhoun and Sakmann, 
1981, 1985).

This view was upset by unexpected findings with mu-
tant receptors which are active in the absence of any 
agonist. It was found that these too could produce both 
short isolated opens and bursts of longer opening, very 
like those elicited by agonists (Grosman and Auerbach, 
2000 ; Grosman, 2003; Mukhtasimova et al., 2009; Purohit 
and Auerbach, 2009). All this makes sense if, as pro-
posed by Mukhtasimova et al. (2009), the short open-
ings result from single-primed channels rather than  
single-liganded channels, and long openings result from 
double-primed channels.

Linear free energy relationships
Support for flip/primed states come from pioneering 
work of Grosman et al. (2000), reviewed by Auerbach 
(2007). By use of linear free energy relationships, they 
postulate a series of intermediate states between the 
resting conformation and the open conformation. By 
making many hundreds of mutants, they identified do-
mains of the nicotinic receptor in which all amino acids 
had similar  values. This suggested that each of these 
domains moves as a block during the opening process. 
Furthermore, there was a very plausible gradient in  
 values which they interpreted as meaning that part 
of the molecule close to the binding site moved earlier 
in the opening process than parts that are close to the 
channel gate. It seems that there was a “conformational 
wave” (Grosman et al., 2000) that started at the binding 
site and culminated with channel opening. The open-
ing itself must occur very rapidly because channel  
openings have an irresolvably fast rise time: the actual 

flipped to open transition for full and partial agonists 
illustrates their very similar open and shutting rates. In 
contrast, the flipping reaction is downhill for full ago-
nists but uphill for partial agonists.

A more general variant of the flip mechanism was pro-
posed by Mukhtasimova et al. (2009). They were writing 
about the nicotinic receptor, which has two binding sites. 
They proposed that individual subunits flip indepen-
dently, so, rather than there being only one flipped state 
for each degree of liganding, there are two (if the sub-
units are assumed to be equivalent). Either one or both 
of the ligand-binding subunits can be flipped. This makes 
sense: the least plausible aspect of the flip model is the 
postulate of concerted flipping. They referred to the 
change in conformation to an intermediate shut state  
as priming rather than flipping, but the idea is much  
the same.

Corringer et al. (2012) describe this mechanism as 
improbable, but they do so on the basis of principles, 
not data, and they have produced no alternative expla-
nation of our observations, or those of Mukhtasimova  
et al. (2009).

Fig. 5 illustrates the fully primed mechanism for a re-
ceptor with two binding sites (it was first proposed for 
the nicotinic receptor). It has been known since 1981 
(Colquhoun and Sakmann, 1981) that the nicotinic re-
ceptor, with low concentrations of acetylcholine, pro-
duces short openings, usually isolated, and bursts of 
longer openings. This has commonly been explained by 
attributing the short openings to monoliganded recep-
tors and the long ones to diliganded receptors, though 
it has been known from the start that there tend to be 
more short openings at higher concentrations than are 

Figure 5. The full primed 
mechanism. It is shown for a 
receptor with two binding sites, 
such as the nicotinic receptor 
(Mukhtasimova et al., 2009). 
The agonist is denoted A. The 
two binding subunits are shown 
as R.R when both are in the rest-
ing conformation, as R.F when  
one is primed/flipped (green) 
and as F.F when both are primed/ 
flipped. Open states (red) are 
denoted O if one subunit is 
flipped/primed and O if both 
are. Equilibrium constants for 
binding are shown in brown, with 
primes to indicate the number of 
primed subunits.
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followed by maximum likelihood fitting with exact missed 
event correction with the HJCFIT program (Colquhoun 
and Sigworth, 1995; Colquhoun et al., 2003).

It’s clear that it is possible to identify rate constants 
only for transitions that occur sufficiently frequently 
that the observations contain information about them. 
That’s why the unliganded flipped and open states have 
to be omitted from the mechanisms fitted to wild-type 
nicotinic and glycine receptors, despite the fact that 
these states must exist.

The resolving power of single-ion channel records is 
such that we could obtain reasonable estimates of all 14 
free parameters in the flip model, because all the transi-
tions occur sufficiently frequently in the wild-type 1 
glycine receptor. But the number of rate constants is 
larger for primed models, and so far it hasn’t been pos-
sible to estimate all the rate constants.

The flip model (Fig. 3) has 12 states when unliganded 
branch is included. The equivalent primed model for a 
glycine receptor has 28 states, with 53 connections and 
106 rate constants. If all cycles obey microscopic revers-
ibility, then the number of connections set by micro-
scopic reversibility is 53 – 28 + 1 = 26 (Colquhoun et al., 
2004), so the number not so set is 53 – 26 = 27. Each 
connection set by microscopic reversibility reduces the 
number of free rate constants by one, so that the num-
ber of free rate constants is 106 – 26 = 80. This is far 
more that anyone has succeeded in fitting so far. That is 
why Mukhtasimova et al. (2009) fitted only a subset of 
states (marked as brown connections in Fig. 5).

More recently, we have found that the flip mecha-
nism also provides an adequate description of the ac-
tion of choline on the nicotinic receptor (Lape et al., 
2009) and also for the 2 homomeric glycine receptor 
(Krashia et al., 2011). However we found that the mu-
tant glycine receptor, 1K276E, could not be fitted 
satisfactorily by the flip model, but could be fitted with 
the primed mechanism (Lape et al., 2012). But, like 
Mukhtasimova et al. (2009), we have been able to fit 
only a subset of the primed mechanism with parameters 
that are well-defined by the data.

Although it is easy to see that unliganded flipped 
and open states must be omitted if no spontaneous 
openings can be seen, that is a special case. In general, 
it is to be expected that every receptor, and every mu-
tant of the same receptor, will visit some states more 
often than others (see Fig. 8). Thus, even if the same 
basic reaction mechanism holds for all of them, some 
states will be visited so rarely that they can’t be identi-
fied from observations. Lape et al. (2012) tried omit-
ting states that had low occupancies and/or states 
that were visited infrequently (as in Eq. 3 and Fig. 8), 
as methods to decide which states to omit from the 
primed mechanism when fitting results with the mu-
tant glycine receptor, 1K276E. But these values had 
to be calculated on the basis of an over-parameterized 

opening of a channel is indistinguishable from an in-
stantaneous conformation change.

The passage through the postulated intermediate 
states was too fast to allow anything to be inferred about 
rates of transitions between them. However the analysis 
methods used in Auerbach’s laboratory, particularly 
SKM idealization, do not allow estimation of fast rates 
directly from data. So it remained possible that one or 
more of the intermediate states might last for suffi-
ciently long to be detected in experimental measure-
ments. That was done first for the glycine receptor 
where it is more obvious (Burzomato et al., 2004). But 
the nicotinic receptor seems to also have a detectable 
intermediate (Lape et al., 2008; Mukhtasimova et al. 
2009), which provides a far more plausible explanation 
of the slight imperfections of fits with mechanisms like 
Fig. 1 B than postulation of an arbitrary extra states.

What is the structural basis for flipping or priming?
Fitting mechanisms is useful only insofar as the postu-
lated states have physical reality. Burzomato et al. (2004) 
suggested that the flipping reaction, a change of shape 
that precedes channel opening, might correspond to 
the “domain closure” seen in structural studies (Gouaux, 
2004; Lester et al., 2004).

Mukhtasimova et al. (2009) took this further by pro-
ducing direct evidence that priming step results from 
“transition of a C-loop from the uncapped to the capped 
conformation.” They used a spontaneously active mutant 
receptor, with serine in place of the conserved leucine  
in the middle of the pore. They substituted a cysteine 
residue at the tip of the C-loop of each binding site of  
the mutant receptor and inserted another cysteine in 
each of the two juxtaposed subunits. They then looked  
at spontaneous channel opening, in the absence of ago-
nist, before and after applying an oxidizing reagent. 
Before oxidation, single receptor channels activate in 
episodes of predominantly brief openings. After oxida-
tion, however, receptor channels activate in episodes of 
long openings in quick succession. This suggests that the 
disulphide bridge locks the C-loops in the capped con-
formation, thereby producing a doubly primed state that 
generates long-lived channel openings.

Estimation of rate constants and the problem  
of over-parameterization
Realistic mechanisms for agonist activation of ion chan-
nels, such as those in Fig. 1 B and Figs. 2–4, have 5–10 
discrete states and many free rate constants (14 in Fig. 3). 
Estimation of 14 rate constants is impossible by macro-
scopic methods, though use of fast concentration jumps 
may come close in favorable cases (Franke et al., 1991; 
Milescu et al., 2005). In contrast, single-channel record-
ings can estimate up to 18 (mechanism in Fig. 2) free 
rate constants in favorable cases (Burzomato et al., 2004). 
This can be achieved by using time-course idealization, 
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dissociation rate, but this is not what’s seen. In any case, 
such a physical obstruction might be expected to hinder 
association as much as it obstructed dissociation, and if 
that were the case there would be little change in affinity.

The observation of an increased association rate con-
stant suggests that the flipped conformation provides 
much easier access to the binding site and, to a lesser, 
extent easier egress, too. The structural basis for these 
changes remains to be elucidated.

For the nicotinic receptor, this effect is not detect-
able, but the increase in affinity that results from flip-
ping is much smaller than for the glycine receptor, only 
about twofold (Lape et al., 2008), compared with 65-
fold for glycine. That is probably why the intermediate 
states eluded detection for so long.

A numerical example
It is often discussed whether agonist binds first to unli-
ganded channels that are already in the high-affinity 
conformation, or whether they bind first to the low- 
affinity resting conformation which subsequently isom-
erizes. Once we have estimates of all the rate constants, 
it becomes easy to answer questions such as these as 
shown in the following example.

As an example, we can take the flip model for the 
glycine receptor, using the rate constants that were esti-
mated by Burzomato et al. (2004). The numbers used 
are those that were estimated for the set of recordings 
that were used for the figures in that paper. The values 
for the rate constants (averaged over three datasets) are 
shown in Fig. 3. There are several ways to look at what’s 
happening when an agonist binds.

Fig. 6 shows the time course of the occupancies of all 
10 states after a jump in glycine concentration from 0 to 
1 mM and then back to 0. The receptors are initially all 
in the unoccupied resting state (R, state 10). They even-
tually reach the equilibrium occupancies, which are 
shown (as percentages) in Table 1. At 1 mM, most recep-
tors (93%) are in the triple-liganded open state at equi-
librium. In contrast, at 10 µM glycine, most receptors 
(93%) are still unoccupied at equilibrium, and there 
are more diliganded open channels (0.56%) than trili-
ganded open channels (0.38%).

The concentration pulse is assumed to be rectangular 
so the occupancies can be calculated from

 p t p Qt( ) = ( ) ( )0 exp ,  (1)

where p(t) is a 1 × 10 row vector that contains the 10 oc-
cupancies, pi(t), i = 1,…,10, and Q is the matrix that con-
tains the rate constant for transition from state i to state 
j in the off-diagonal elements (Colquhoun and Hawkes, 
1977, Eq. 23; Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1995a).

Fig. 6 B shows an enlargement of the bottom part  
of Fig. 6 A, to more clearly show the occupancy of sites 
that have small occupancies throughout. Most open 

fit and so may well not be accurate. In general, the 
optimum choice of which states to omit is an unsolved 
statistical problem.

Errors that result from omitting intermediate shut states
It may be asked, what are the likely errors if intermediate 
states are omitted from the model that is used to fit the 
data? The simplest case arises if the flipping reaction is 
very fast. For example, when A3R and A3F in Fig. 3 are 
treated as a single-shut state, [A3R, A3F], the apparent dis-
sociation rate constant from [A3R, A3F] will be the true dis-
sociation rate constant multiplied by the factor 1/(1 + F3). 
This factor is the equilibrium fraction of [A3R, A3F] that 
is in A3R. This error can be quite large for a high efficacy 
agonist (large F3). Thus, omission of the intermediate state 
from the model will result in underestimation of the true 
dissociation rate of agonist from the fully liganded resting 
conformation, and so overestimation of the resting affin-
ity. It is possible that an error of this sort in the estimation 
of the affinity for the resting conformation might contrib-
ute to the correlation between efficacy and apparent affin-
ity that was observed in Fig. 4 of the article by Jadey and 
Auerbach (2012).

Likewise, the effective opening rate constant esti-
mated when fitting the model without intermediate will 
differ from its true value by a factor of F3 /(1 + F3), so 
the error will be greatest for partial agonists. When the 
flipping step is not much faster than other steps, as sug-
gested by the estimates of these rates (Burzomato et al., 
2004; Lape et al., 2008), then simulations suggest that 
errors of roughly this size occur in the dissociation rate 
constant and the opening rate constant, but also sub-
stantial errors can occur in the shutting rate constant 
and the association rate constant too.

The true affinity for the resting conformation of the 
receptor has been elusive. Substantial errors in its val-
ues are likely to occur if intermediate shut states are 
omitted while fitting data.

The interpretation of the affinity change  
that results from flipping
The flip and primed mechanisms work because the 
flipped conformation has a higher affinity for the agonist 
than the resting conformation. It was a striking feature of 
the results for the wild-type glycine receptor that this in-
crease in affinity resulted not from a decrease in the dis-
sociation rate, but from an increase in the association rate 
constant (Burzomato et al., 2004). For binding of glycine 
to the resting conformation, the association rate constant 
was unusually low, 0.58 × 106 M1 s1, but for binding to 
the flipped conformation it was 1.5 × 108 M1 s1. The dis-
sociation rate constant was actually faster for the high af-
finity form, not slower. The structural interpretation of 
this observation is not obvious. The words “domain clo-
sure” or “capping” suggest a physical obstruction to disso-
ciation that could increase affinity by decreasing the 
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Except for mutant receptors that show spontaneous ac-
tivity, the equilibrium favors the low-affinity resting con-
formation so strongly in the absence of agonist that it 
will be rare for agonist to bind with unliganded flip con-
formation, of which little is present. In the present ex-
ample, the high-affinity unliganded flipped and open 
states are not even included in the mechanism because 
they are present in such small amounts that the data 
contain little or no information about them.

In Fig. 7, the arrows connecting the states are marked 
with the probabilities that a transition out of a specified 
state will lead to each of the other states to which it is 

channels are fully liganded throughout. Diliganded open-
ings (A2F*, red dashed line) rise to a peak of around 
3.5% during the pulse, and then decline as a third li-
gand is bound. During offset, diliganded openings 
rise to a peak of over 20% and in the later stages of  
decay there are more diliganded than triliganded chan-
nels. The occupancy of shut flipped states (green lines) 
is low at all times because of their short mean lifetime, 
despite the fact that the triliganded flipped state (A3F, 
state 4) is visited frequently, as shown in Fig. 8.

To understand better what is happening, it’s interest-
ing to look at preferred routes through the 10 states. 

Figure 6. The time course of occupancies. The 
time course of glycine receptor state occupan-
cies is shown over the full range, 0–1 in A, and as 
an enlarged view of occupancies below 0.1 in B.  
The occupancies were calculated from Eq. 1 and 
plotted for all 10 states in the flip mechanism 
(Fig. 3) after a step in glycine concentration 
from 0 to 1 mM, and, 10 ms later, a step from  
1 mM to zero (the concentration profile is shown 
on top of panel A as black solid line). Occupan-
cies of the resting conformation are plotted in 
black, flipped conformation is plotted in green, 
and open conformation is plotted in red. Solid 
lines represent triliganded states, dashed lines 
those of diliganded states, and dashed-dot lines 
show monoliganded states. Occupancy of the un-
liganded resting state R (state 10) is plotted as a 
dotted black line and the total open probability 
as a solid orange line.

Ta B L E  1

Equilibrium occupancies of each state at equilibrium (as a percentage), for two concentrations of glycine

State 1 
AF*

2 
A2F*

3 
A3F*

4 
A3F

5 
A2F

6 
AF

7 
A3R

8 
A2R

9 
AR

10 
R

10 µM 0.047 0.559 0.381 0.0205 0.042 0.0288 0.001 0.139 6.21 92.57

1 mM 0.0015 1.36 92.77 4.99 0.103 0.0007 0.253 0.339 0.151 0.023
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occupancy of the state being left. There will not be many 
transitions from a state that has a low occupancy. The 
number of transitions per second from state i to state j is

 f p t qi j i i j, ,= ( )  (3)

(Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1995b). The frequencies de-
pend on the occupancy of each state at time t, pi(t). The 
evolution of these occupancies after a jump in glycine 
from 0 to 1 mM and back was shown in Fig. 5. The tran-
sition frequencies at equilibrium are shown in Fig. 8, for 
10 µM glycine (Fig. 8 A) and at 1 mM glycine (Fig. 8 B).

At 1 mM glycine, a near-saturating concentration, by 
far the most frequent transition at equilibrium is be-
tween the fully liganded flipped state and the open 
state, f43 = f34 = 6,472 transitions per second. Notice that 
transitions have equal frequencies in both directions at 
equilibrium, because of the assumption of microscopic 

connected. Thus, the sum of the probabilities on all 
arrows leading out of a state add to 1. For the transition 
out of state i into state j this probability is given by

 
πi j

i j

j i
k

i j

q

q
i j,

,

,

,= ≠
≠Σ

   
 (2)

(Colquhoun and Hawkes, 1982, Eq. 1.5). These proba-
bilities are shown in Fig. 7. They are independent of 
time, but depend on concentration. They are the same 
whether or not the system is at equilibrium. Fig. 7 A 
shows values at 10 µM glycine and Fig. 7 B shows values 
at 1 mM glycine.

Another way to look at the pathways through the vari-
ous states is to look at the number of transitions that 
occur on each pathway. This depends on the rate constant 
of the transition in question and it depends also on the 

Figure 7. Transition probabilities. The tran-
sition arrows leading out of each state are 
marked with the probability that the next 
transition, whenever it occurs, will be in the 
indicated direction. The sum of the prob-
abilities leading out of each state is 1. The 
transition probabilities are calculated from  
Eq. 2, using the rate constants from one of the 
three sets of observations from Burzomato  
et al. (2004; the set that was used for the il-
lustrations in that paper). These probabilities 
are independent of time, but depend on con-
centration and are shown for 10 µM glycine  
(A) and 1 mM glycine (B). The state number-
ing is shown in blue.
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It is perhaps a bit misleading to say that the initial 
rate of binding is 1,850 per second. Each receptor, 
once it has become occupied is out of play until the 
agonist dissociates, either directly or after wandering 
though other states. The mean lifetime of the resting 
state is, from Eq. 24 in Colquhoun and Hawkes (1995b), 
1/q10,9 = 1/q10,10 = 0.54 ms. After 1 s, equilibrium 
would have been achieved. When the occupancies  
are time dependent in Eq. 3, it makes sense only if  
the transition frequency is expressed over a time inter-
val that is short enough that occupancy changes little.  
It is clear from Fig. 6 that the occupancy of the unli-
ganded resting state (R, state 10) falls rapidly after a 

reversibility. In contrast, the first occupancy of the 
resting state, f10,9 is rare, only 0.418 per second, be-
cause there are few free receptors (R) to be occupied 
at equilibrium, p10() = 0.023% (Table 1). With 1,000 
channels, 418 would associate per second, and 418 
would dissociate.

However, at the start of a concentration jump from 0 to 
1 mM, the receptor is entirely in the vacant resting confor-
mation, p10(0) = 1, so the frequency of initial associations 
is much higher: it is p10(0) q10,9 where the association 
rate is 3k+1 c, and c is the concentration, 1 mM. The initial 
frequency of bindings is thus 1,850 bindings per second 
at t = 0, and it falls to 0.418 per second at equilibrium.

Figure 8. Transition frequencies at 
equilibrium. The number of transi-
tions per second was calculated from 
Eq. 3 and marked on each transition  
arrow. They are shown for 10 µM glycine  
(A) and 1 mM glycine (B) at equilib-
rium. The frequencies are calculated 
from the same rate constants as used 
for Fig. 7. The state numbering is 
shown in blue.
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The opening steps
In the flip mechanism, it is assumed that opening can 
occur only when the intermediate flipped conforma-
tion has been reached. The opening step is very fast 
when fully liganded. More interestingly, the shut–open 
reaction seems to be much the same regardless of which 
agonist is used to open. It is just as fast for partial ago-
nists as for full agonists, in both glycine and nicotinic 
receptors (Lape et al., 2008). The reason that partial 
agonists can produce only a small maximum response is 
that they are ineffective in eliciting the flipped confor-
mation, not because the actual opening transition is 
defective. A picture emerges of a stereotyped change of 
conformation from shut (flipped) to open, which is 
much the same whatever agonist elicited it. Another, 
much older, aspect of the same thing is that it’s been 
known for a long time that the conductance of a chan-
nel is the same whether it is opened by a full or a partial 
agonist (Colquhoun et al., 1983).

Indeed, the direct observation in experimental re-
cords of the sharp transition from shut to open provides 
the most direct evidence ever found for the existence of 
discrete conformational states. Although the assump-
tion of discrete states has been made in chemical kinet-
ics for over a century, it was only the observation of 
single-channel openings that confirmed the validity of 
this view.

The evidence for the existence of discrete shut states, 
the transitions between which can’t be observed di-
rectly, is inevitably more speculative. If there are three 
binding sites, then the physical existence for four states 
(with 0, 1, 2, or 3 ligands bound) is inevitable. The argu-
ment for the existence of two forms of fully liganded 
shut channels (e.g., resting and flipped) is seen most 
directly by the fact that the shut time distribution for 
fully saturated channels does not always have a simple 
exponential form, as predicted by pre-2004 mechanisms, 
but requires two exponentials (as predicted by flip) or 
more (as predicted by primed mechanisms).

In the flip model (Fig. 3), it may be noticed that the 
three open states have no direct connections between 
them, despite the fact that it must be physically possible 
for agonist to dissociate from open channels, though pos-
sibly too slowly to be detected (Grosman and Auerbach, 
2001). In the case of glycine, fitting with routes between 
the open states gives a worse fit than when these routes 
are omitted, when the cycles so generated are assumed 
to obey microscopic reversibility. This assumption forces 
the ratio of the opening equilibrium constants for 
mono and diliganded channels to be the same as the 
ratio for diliganded and triliganded channels. The free 
fit gives E1 = 1.3, E2 = 13, E3 = 20, so these ratios are far 
from constant, E2/E1 = 10, but E3/E2 = 1.5. This means 
that either the model is wrong (Edelstein and Changeux, 
2010), or that the opening reaction does not obey mi-
croscopic reversibility.

concentration jump from 0 to 1 mM, so rather than 
saying that the initial binding frequency is 1,850 per 
second, it makes more sense to say it is 1.85 per milli-
second, or better still, 0.00185 per microsecond. None 
of this matters at equilibrium, when occupancies aren’t 
changing with time.

The transition frequencies (Fig. 8) can be used to 
identify which transitions predominate. Of course, 
there will be often oscillations during the transition be-
tween one state and another, but if we look only at the 
direct route from unliganded receptor (R, state 10), to 
the fully ligand open state (A3F*, state 3) at equilibrium, 
inspection of the frequencies at 1 mM suggests that, at 
equilibrium, the predominant route is likely to involve 
flipping while diliganded, to reach the diliganded flip 
state (state 5), 10→9→8→5→4→3.

Another way to look at the route is through the transi-
tion probabilities. These are not time dependent, so no 
assumption of equilibrium is needed. At 1 mM, the 
probability for this route is π π π π98 85 54 43 0 455= . .  (Note 
that π10 9 1. = , because there is only one way to leave 
state 10). This probability is about 8 times larger than the 
probability for either of the routes round the outside of 
the rectangle. The clockwise route, 10→9→ 8→7→4→ 
3, gives π π π π98 87 74 43 0 0573= . , whereas the probability 
for the anticlockwise route is π π π π96 65 54 43 0 0568= . .

At a low concentration of glycine (10 µM), these 
routes give probabilities of 7.3 × 104, 2.8 × 105, and 
7.7 × 104, respectively, so the anticlockwise route and 
the route via states 8 and 5 are about equally likely,  
and both are about 30 times more likely than the clock-
wise route via state 7. The most likely routes at low  
concentration involve flipping while monoliganded 
(anticlockwise route) or while diliganded.

The calculation can be made a bit more sophisticated 
by noting that opening while monoliganded (6→1) or 
when diliganded (5→2) are not relevant to the calcula-
tion. This suggests that 54 should be replaced by the 
conditional probability of a 5→4 transition, given that 
the channel does not open (to state 2) from state 5 
(probability = 1  52). The rules of conditional proba-
bility give this as

 
π
π
54

521−
.  (4)

Likewise the probability of a 6→5 transition, 65, 
should be replaced by

 
π
π
65

611−
.  (5)

In this case, the probabilities of opening with one  
or two ligands bound are sufficiently small that the con-
clusions about predominant route are not changed by 
this procedure.
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steps show no cooperativity. (e) The opening and shut-
ting steps represent a stereotyped conformation change 
that is much the same regardless of which agonist elic-
its the openings. The open-shut transitions appear not 
to obey microscopic reversibility. (f) Questions concern-
ing the preferred routes through the various states in 
which the receptor can exist can be answered once 
estimates have been made for the rate constants for 
each transition.

This Perspectives series includes articles by Andersen, 
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